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1. Executive summary
Besides the simple distribution of damage prevention tools the project also aimed to
encourage the use of livestock guarding dogs independently from the project, in order to
make sure that this will continue also after its end. For this reason in Italy the Parco
Nazionale Gran Sasso e Monti della Laga and the Parco Nazionale Monti Sibillini have
set up a fruitful cooperation with a local dog breeding association which is intensively
promoting the use of dogs at a wider scale, training shepherds in the use of dogs and
selecting high-quality animals. Up to now this network has coordinated the exchange of
61 livestock guarding dogs between shepherds.
In Greece a network of dogs has been established in cooperation with the LIFE
PINDOS/GREVENA Project (LIFE07NAT/GR/000291). This consisted in the set-up of a
dog breeding centre, information activities for livestock raisers and the exchange of 30
dogs between livestock breeders.
In Romania an in-depth information campaign for shepherds about the use of livestock
guarding dogs has been carried out in cooperation with local dog breeding associations. In
the future, the established relationship with livestock guarding dog breeding associations
will ensure not only an easier access of livestock breeders for acquiring dogs but also a
very efficient transfer of expertise on their raising and training.
In May 2012 a workshop was organized in Greece to discuss all relevant aspect about the
use of livestock guarding dogs as a damage prevention tool. It was an opportunity to bring
together the technicians involved in the work with dogs in the COEX and the EX-TRA
project and to exchange information about the experiences acquired and lessons learned.
In the following section we presented the detailed reports for each country.
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2. Italy
2.1 Introduzione
Per l’implementazione dell’azione C4 è stata stipulata una convenzione con
l’Associazione “Cane da gregge abruzzese” che già dal 2005 opera sul territorio per la
tutela la diffusione, e l’utilizzo del cane pastore abruzzese.
Questa scelta è stata dettata dal fatto che la suddetta associazione opera già da diversi anni
sul territorio, e quindi ha sviluppato una rete di contatti che potevano soddisfare in pieno
gli obiettivi dell’azione, e soprattutto consentire un proseguimento dell’attività ben oltre la
fine del progetto.
Gli obiettivi principali dell’azione sono stati i seguenti:
Creazione di un network per la diffusione del cane pastore abruzzese come strumento di
difesa delle greggi, favorendo l’interscambio dei cuccioli di cane tra gli allevatori locali e
non;
Garantire assistenza agli allevatori locali nella gestione dei cani da difesa;
Diffondere la conoscenza e il corretto utilizzo del cane da difesa;
Creazione di una banca dati sui cani afferenti al network, includendo analisi genetiche
sugli animali.
2.2 Metodi
Considerando la complessità e la vastità degli obiettivi prefissati, l’implementazione
dell’azione si è organizzata prevedendo differenti attività.
Creazione di un network per la diffusione del cane pastore abruzzese come strumento di
difesa delle greggi, favorendo l’interscambio dei cuccioli di cane tra gli allevatori locali e
strutture esterne collaboranti
A partire da maggio 2010 sono stati effettuati specifici sopralluoghi presso le aziende
zootecniche operanti nel PNGSL al fine di effettuare la valutazione dei cani da difesa
presenti, in ordine alle attitudini al lavoro, senza per questo trascurarne la morfologia,
anch’essa indispensabile per garantire la funzionalità del cane. Nel corso dei sopralluoghi
è stato eseguito lo screening delle linee di sangue utilizzate e l’individuazione della loro
provenienza, attraverso prelievi di DNA, elaborati presso le Facoltà di Veterinaria delle
Università di Chieti e Teramo. I sopralluoghi sono stati fondamentali per valutare le
maggiori o minori attitudini caratteriali di ogni singolo cane da lavoro, al fine di poter
dare indicazioni all’allevatore sulla gestione degli stessi e programmare gli interventi di
interscambio dei cuccioli
Diffusione della conoscenza e del corretto utilizzo del cane da difesa
Per garantire la massima diffusione di tutte le attività intraprese, illustrare obiettivi e
finalità del progetto sono state programmate e realizzate partecipazioni a convegni
nazionali e internazionali, e a fiere zootecniche, sono state anche organizzate giornate
dedicate alla promozione del corretto utilizzo e della corretta gestione del cane pastore
abruzzese come sistema di prevenzione dei danni al bestiame domestico.
Creazione di una banca dati sui cani da pastore abruzzese
Tutti i dati relativi ai cani controllati durante i sopralluoghi effettuati presso le aziende
zootecniche, così come i dati sui cani di coloro che aderiscono al presente progetto sono
stati raccolti in un apposita banca dati per programmare al meglio l’interscambio dei
cuccioli, e garantire un costante monitoraggio di tutti gli animali. Le informazioni raccolte
sono relative anche ai risultati sulle analisi genetiche condotte nel corso del progetto.
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2.3 Risultati
Monitoraggio dei cani da lavoro e interscambio di cuccioli di cane tra gli allevatori di
bestiame
Nel corso del progetto sono stati effettuati circa 40 sopralluoghi presso le aziende
zootecniche presenti nel PNGSL. I sopralluoghi sono iniziati da giugno 2010 e si sono
protratti fino al mese di agosto 2012.
Durante questi sopralluoghi sono state raccolte informazioni su 101 cani da lavoro, e tutte
le informazioni raccolte sono confluite nella banca dati appositamente creata.
Una parte dei sopralluoghi sono stati effettuati in collaborazione con il personale dell’Ente
Parco del PNGSL impegnato nella regolare verifica dell’iscrizione all’anagrafe canina dei
cani da lavoro.
Sulla base di questi risultati e sulla base delle richieste degli allevatori locali sono stati
complessivamente programmati circa 50 interscambi di cuccioli.
Gli interscambi dei cuccioli sono avvenuti sia tra aziende operanti nel Parco, sia
avvalendosi di aziende esterne. Sono sempre stati utilizzati cuccioli nati da cani che
abitualmente lavorano con gli ovini, e che dimostravano buone attitudini al lavoro.
Complessivamente sono stati operati 61 interscambi di cuccioli, 7 nel 2010, 49 nel 2011 e
5 nel 2012 (sono imminenti altre due consegne). Queste operazioni hanno coinvolto 13
aziende zootecniche presenti nel territorio del PNGSL, e precisamente 9 in provincia de
L’Aquila 3 in provincia di Teramo e 1 nella provincia di Ascoli Piceno.
I cuccioli sono stati affidati agli allevatori generalmente all’età di 2 mesi e in numero di 2
I cuccioli, al momento dell’affidamento risultavano vaccinati sverminati
Il loro inserimento nel gregge è stato monitorato sia con mediamente 3 sopralluoghi per
azienda, sia attraverso contatti telefonici con gli allevatori.
Per ogni cane assegnato è stata prodotta una certificazione denominata “Certificato di
Conformità” dalla quale si evince la provenienza, il ceppo genealogico, nonché il Dna
mitocondriale che ne determina la discendenza in termini di linea di sangue.
Una novità assoluta consiste nel fatto che sui certificati è presente il nuovissimo codice
“QR”, attraverso il quale si può accedere ad una pagina del sito dell’associazione,
dedicata ad ogni singolo soggetto, che riporta tutti i dati sensibili del cane come,
provenienza, progetto e Dna. Basta fotografare con il telefonino, scansionare con il pc,
oppure inquadrare con la webcam il simbolo “QR” del certificato e collegarsi ad internet,
che attraverso un programma dedicato decodificherà il codice QR e aprirà
automaticamente la pagina dedicata al cane indicato nel certificato. Pensiamo che questo
si possa considerare il massimo dell’avanguardia nel settore.
Analisi genetiche
Nel corso del progettosono state effettuate analisi genetiche sul DNA mitocondriale di un
campione di 30 cani da lavoro presenti nel territorio del PNGSL. Complessivamente sono
risultati sequenziabili 24 campioni, di cui 15 sequenziati con successo mentre altri 9
devono essere riprocessati per consentirne l’analisi. I risultati delle analisi genetiche
hanno dimostrato che i cani da lavoro presenti nel PNGSL sono in origine spesso
imparentati. È emersa una frequente consanguineità tra i soggetti appartenenti ad un
singolo branco. Allo stesso modo però si sono trovate tracce di parentela tra cani
dell’altopiano di Campo Imperatore con cani provenienti dal teramano. I dettagli specifici
dei risultati delle analisi genetiche effettuate sono presentati nella relazione allegata
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redatta dal prof. Mazzatenta della Facoltà di Medicina Veterinaria Università degli Studi
di Teramo.
Attività di promozione e divulgazione
Per garantire la massima visibilità alle attività intraprese e rendere possibile il
raggiungimento degli obiettivi prefissati, nel corso del progetto, sono stati previsti diversi
incontri pubblici rivolti agli allevatori, agli amministratori locali e al pubblico generico.
In particolare nel corso del 2010:
Si è intervenuti al convegno del 03 Agosto 2010, a Castel del Monte, organizzato dalla
Camera di Commercio di L’Aquila affrontando il tema della mitigazione del conflitto tra
operatori zootecnici e predatori, nelle riserve naturali, riferito ad un pubblico sia di
operatori del settore ma anche a semplici turisti montani , facendo intervenire i propri
esperti, per spiegare agli intervenuti su quali basi scientifiche opera questa associazione al
fine di raggiungere i propri obiettivi e come tali esperienze vengono messe in campo. È
stato prodotto e stampato un opuscolo che illustra le metodologie più accreditate per
affrontare al meglio le problematiche di cui al tema del convegno, ovvero allevamento e
gestione di cani da guardiania e le relative attività propedeutiche messe in atto da parte
dell’Associazione Cane da Gregge all’interno della collaborazione con il PNGML,
all’interno del progetto Life Extra.
È stato allestito uno stand espositivo a Fonte Vetica, nell’ambito della 51^ Rassegna Ovini
di Campo Imperatore per dare visibilità alla presente iniziativa, producendo e
distribuendo, tra l’altro, degli adesivi creati ad hoc. Inoltre si è organizzato un concorso
per gli espositori degli ovini, dove sono stati premiati i migliori soggetti di cani da
guardiania.ù In questa fiera, che vede sempre migliaia di avventori, lo scopo precipuo
della nostra attività è quello di sensibilizzare in primis gli allevatori ovini che operano
nella riserva naturale e che ancora non hanno aderito, affinché si rendano conto di quanto
sia importante una adeguata selezione e oculata gestione dei cani per scongiurare danni da
predazione. Proprio mostrando i risultati conseguiti ed i vantaggi che ne hanno tratto
coloro che hanno aderito al progetto, si tende ad incrementare il numero delle aziende da
coinvolgere e migliorare ulteriormente la convivenza tra operatori zootecnici e predatori.
Non per ultimo, si migliora anche lo stato di salute dei cani, operando un controllo sulle
consanguineità. Per quanto concerne invece il turista montano, l’occasione serve a
spiegare come comportarsi durante un eventuale incontro con questi cani all’opera,
specificando che i cani da noi selezionati non mostrano aggressività ingiustificata, sono
esenti da istinto predatorio ed, a monte, mostrano una scarsa o inesistente aggressività
verso gli umani.
Per l’occasione del meeting tecnico a Sofia nei giorni 10-12 ottobre 2010, dei Parchi
aderenti al Progetto Live Ex-tra, l’opuscolo, già presentato al convegno è stato tradotto in
lingua inglese, producendo e mettendo a disposizione un programma Powerpoint,
illustrante la gestione e l’attività dei cani da guardiania, già in possesso di Codesto Ente.
Si è partecipato alla fiera "Ruralia alle Cascine", organizzata dall'Amministrazione
provinciale di Firenze, svoltasi tra l'1 e il 3 di ottobre 2010, con uno stand espositivo e la
presenza di cuccioli di cane da pastore abruzzese da lavoro, pubblicizzando il presente
progetto e le sue finalità, distribuendo adesivi ed opuscoli. La nostra presenza in questa
manifestazione, come in altre fuori dal territorio di diretto interesse, è soprattutto mirata a
proporre l’Azione C4 del Progetto Life Extra del PNGML come modello da traslare in
altre realtà e territori, gravati da problemi similari. Allo stesso modo il nostro intervento
serve a rieducare le popolazioni che hanno mutato il proprio rapporto interspecifico con i
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canidi, considerandoli ormai dei simil-umani, ad un giusto e più razionale approccio nei
confronti dei cani da lavoro ed in particolari dei cani da guardiania.
Nel corso del 2011 le occasioni di promozione delle attività intraprese sono state le
seguenti:
- Il 21 luglio è stato organizzato un convegno a tema presso la sede del Parco Aurunci di
Esperia (FR), nel quale è stata ampiamente esposta l’attività del Parco Gran Sasso e
Monti della Lava, nell’ambito del Progetto Life Extra.
- Il 05.08.2011 si è nuovamente preso parte alla rassegna di ovini di Campo Imperatore ed
è stato allestito uno stand espositivo interamente dedicato alle attività intraprese,
distribuendo opuscoli (riportanti i risultati del primo anno di attività).
- L’ 08 settembre 2011, a Castel del Monte, presso il teatro Giuliano, ha avuto luogo un
convegno interamente dedicato all’attività di mitigazione del conflitto tra predatori e
operatori zootecnici all’interno di questa Riserva Naturale, che ha visto, oltre
all’intervento di diversi esperti in materia, anche il gradito e qualificato intervento del Sig.
Direttore di Codesto Ente Parco.
Un’altra importante attività è consistita nell’organizzazione di una intera giornata
dimostrativa sull’uso del cane da difesa che si è svolta a Cupi di Visso in data 11/11/2011,
all’interno del Parco Nazionale dei Sibillini.
L’azione C4 non prevedeva, nel Parco nazionale dei Monti Sibillini, la cessione di
cuccioli di cane da difesa appartenenti alla razza pastore maremmano abruzzese, bensì
attività di sensibilizzazione e informazione sul corretto uso dei cani da guardiania.
Come attività preliminare per l’organizzazione della giornata è stata selezionata, sulla
base dei dati del censimento delle aziende zootecniche del Parco e di un successivo
sopralluogo effettuato dai tecnici dell’Ente e della società CHIROS, una azienda
zootecnica con una muta di cani con buone attitudini alla difesa del gregge.
Successivamente è stato chiesto all’azienda così selezionata, denominata “Il Pastorello di
Cupi”, la disponibilità a partecipare alla giornata dimostrativa mettendo a disposizione il
proprio gregge e i cani da difesa.
All’incontro dell’11 novembre sono stati invitati tutti gli allevatori di ovicaprini del Parco
e le associazioni di categoria. Oltre alla dimostrazione di campo sono state presentate, le
attività già svolte nel Parco Nazionale del Gran Sasso Laga dando la possibilità agli
allevatori presenti di poter ricevere informazioni sul network già costituito al fine di
estendere lo stesso anche al Parco Nazionale dei Monti Sibillini. La seconda parte della
giornata dimostrativa è stata dedicata all’attività formativa, con lezioni sul cane da difesa
nella prevenzione dei danni al bestiame domestico
In seguito a questa giornata e, in particolare, all’atelier partecipativo del 15 dicembre
2011, gli allevatori hanno chiesto all’Ente Parco Nazionale dei Monti Sibillini di avviare
un programma specifico sul cane da difesa chiedendo anche la cessione gratuita di cani di
razza pastore maremmano abruzzese. L’Ente Parco ha così avviato, con risorse fuori dal
budget di progetto in quanto attività non prevista, un programma triennale sul
miglioramento dei cani da difesa, avviato ufficialmente ad agosto 2012 con la
pubblicazione di un avviso rivolto agli allevatori al fine di selezionare aziende disponibili
a collaborare con il Parco.
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Nel 2012 abbiamo replicato la nostra presenza nel contesto della 52^rassegna ovina di
Campo Imperatore; siamo intervenuti nei diversi Corsi di formazione organizzate dal
PNATE come:
- 1° Corso di Formazione intensivo Teorico Pratico
L’ACCERTAMENTO DEI DANNI AL BESTIAME DA PREDATORI
PARCO NAZIONALE DEI MONTI SIBILLINI, 30-31 MAGGIO 2012
SEDE CONGRESSUALE: SEDE ENTE PARCO - PIAZZA DEL FORNO, 1 VISSO
- 2° Corso di Formazione Intensivo Teorico Pratico
ACCERTAMENTO DEI DANNI AL BESTIAME DA PREDATORI
PARCO NAZIONALE DELL’APPENNINO TOSCO-EMILIANO, 15-17 MARZO 2012
Abbiamo tenuto un seminario presso l’Università di Teramo sull’aggressività dei cani da
guardiania Il 30 maggio 2012 e partecipato al Workshop del 16 e 17 maggio a Grevena in
Grecia, sul tema “Development of e network of livestock guarding dog breedes and
livestock breeders: problems and solutions”
Infine si è partecipato alla trasmissione televisiva “Linea Verde” di Rai 1, registrata sui
Monti Sibillini, andata in onda la domenica di Pasqua ma che ha visto mandate in onda
altre due repliche, nella quale abbiamo spiegato l’importanza dell’interazione tra gli
operatori zootecnici ed i cani da guardiania, nello svolgere i propri compiti all’interno
delle riserve naturali.
Mentre i corsi di formazione per gli operatori del settore che sono stati tenuti sia durante i
suddetti corsi di formazione del PNATE, ma anche nelle singole aziende in occasione
della consegna dei cani ed i partecipanti variano da un minimo di 4-6 persone fino ad un
massimo di 40 per ogni singolo corso.
Banca dati
Tutti i dati raccolti sui cani da lavoro sono confluiti in un apposito database, consultabile
sul sito www.canidapecora.it, previa registrazione di coloro che mostrano avere i
necessari requisiti. Il database che contiene 230 record è stato messo a disposizione del
PGSML ed è uno strumento fondamentale per continuare il monitoraggio dei cani da
lavoro presenti sul territorio e per potere continuare l’interscambio dei cuccioli anche
dopo la fine del presente progetto.
2.4 Conclusioni
I risultati conseguiti nell’implementazione di questa azione sono molto importanti perché
hanno consentito di stabilire un network tra gli allevatori locali per l’interscambio dei
cuccioli di cani da difesa, assicurando l’impiego di animali che hanno le corrette attitudini
al lavoro. In questo modo è stato possibile dare l’avvio a un processo duraturo nel tempo
che contribuisce alla diffusione e al corretto impiego dei cani da difesa come strumento di
prevenzione dei danni al bestiame domestico. L’intensa campagna di diffusione dei
risultati conseguiti ha consentito di raggiungere un numero elevatissimo di allevatori così
come di amministratori locali e di personale delle aree protette.
L’esperienza maturata nel corso del presente progetto può essere esportata in altre aree
del territorio nazionale e non solo, contribuendo a mitigare il conflitto tra i grandi
carnivori e le attività economiche umane.
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3. Romania
3.1 Summary
High-quality livestock guarding dogs is a very useful tool for damage prevention.
Building a strong and well-working network of breeders and a permanent and tight
relationship with livestock owners is therefore needed. Within the project a tight
relationship was established with the Carpathian Shepherd Dog Kennel Club from
Bistrița. Meetings with livestock breeders were organized in order to establish a
connection between the two key players. A follow-up survey question was used to test and
validate the willingness and attitudes of shepherds on the usefulness and need of a close
connection with dog breeders. Participation at fairs, exhibitions and Carpathian Shepherd
Dog annual meeting was used to widely disseminate the information and promote
connection between livestock breeders and LGD breeders. In the future, the established
relationship with LGD breeding association will ensure not only an easier access of
livestock breeders for acquiring dogs but also a very efficient expertise transfer on
growing and training them to become efficient in livestock guarding. Additionally,
through local breeding and exchange (especially from the pairs donated in the framework
of the project), the number of such dogs in the area will raise and maybe acquisition price
(one of the major disadvantages) will decrease.
3.2 Introduction
It has already been proven that the use of high-quality livestock guarding dogs is a very
useful tool for damage prevention. However, many livestock raisers do not know how to
obtain such dogs. Also, many people are not aware of the importance of specific working
skills of these dogs (what the dogs should do and how to train them to be efficient). These
problems can be solved building a strong and well-working network of breeders and a
permanent and tight relationship with livestock owners. To build such a relationship,
direct meetings in the project area were organized. Also, dissemination of information to
advertise the need and importance of such relationship is needed.
3.3 Project area
This action is referring to all shepherds in all three areas from the project (Piatra Mare –
Ciucas - 29.000 ha; Herculian - 12.848 ha; Dalnic - 12.920 ha). In addition, for
dissemination, the study area includes other locations within and outside of the project
area where meetings, fairs and exhibitions were held.
3.4 Methods
After deciding to use the Carpathian Shepherd Dog race for livestock guarding in the
project area, best sources for such dogs were sought in Romania. A relationship was
established with the Carpathian Shepherd Dog Kennel Club from Bistrița. Experience
exchange visits were used during project implementation to learn how to train and use the
donated dogs for a better livestock protection. Meetings with livestock breeders were
organized in order to establish a connection between the two key players. Participation at
fairs, exhibitions and Carpathian Shepherd Dog annual meeting was used to widely
disseminate the information and promote connection between livestock breeders and LGD
breeders.
To evaluate the effects of the project action on local livestock breeders, in the follow-up
survey carried out under action E3 a question was used to test the willingness and
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attitudes of shepherds on the usefulness and need of a close connection with shepherd dog
breeders. A total of 43 surveys were completed in the project areas.
3.5 Results
Close connection with Carpathian Shepherd Dog Kennel Club from Bistrița was
established and several exchange visits were performed. Information on how to train
donated dogs for a better livestock protection was included in a brochure (best practice
type) published under action D2 and widely disseminated to livestock breeders and all
stakeholders (at fairs, events, meetings, dog exhibitions). The representatives of the club
together with project team members visited the shepherd camps where dogs were donated.
To ensure a good relationship and a better dissemination of information about Carpathian
Shepherd dogs, meetings with livestock breeders and the representatives of the club were
organized. The most important was organized on the 3rd of March 2012 in Cernat (Dalnic
area) and brought together over 40 livestock breeders from all three project areas.
Presentations of the vice-presidents of the club (Andrei Deak and Vasile Iclenzan) and
discussions covered the advantages to have a specialized shepherd dog, how to train the
dog to be efficient in herd protection and the efficiency of Carpathian Shepherd dog race
compared to others. Al participants have established a connection with the club and some
of them were interested to purchase such dogs in the near future. Another meeting was
held on 31st of March 2012, when two of the project team members together with three
livestock breeders from Dalnic area participated to the General Assembly of Carpathian
Shepherd Kennel Club in Bistrița. This meeting brought together the members of Kennel
Club from all over the country. Over 50 livestock guarding dog breeders from Romania
attended this meeting. A presentation of the project was done during this meeting. Next
day, on 1st of April, the national competition of Kennel Carpatin Shepherd Dog took
place. The project team members participated in this competition with three of donated
dogs and won seven different prizes in different dog categories, including the prize for the
best male in competition. On 7th of October, the winner male participated to Euro Dog
Show in Bucharest where won.
The follow-up survey carried out under action E3 showed that shepherds who already
have specialized shepherd dogs (12 out of the 43 surveys) consider that a close and
constant relationship with LGD breeders is beneficial. However, potential causes for the
small percentage of shepherds using such dogs and also reluctance of some to use them
could be the fact that the LGD breeder association is located quite far away from the study
area (around 300-350 kilometers) and the relatively high price for dogs (acquisition and
their maintenance - food, vaccines) compared to ordinary dogs.
3.6 Conclusions
Shepherds who had the chance to work with specialized shepherd dogs understand their
efficiency and advantages. They are pleased and interested to have a close relationship
with specialized dog breeders. In the future, the established relationship with LGD
breeding association will ensure not only an easier access of livestock breeders for
acquiring dogs but also a very efficient expertise transfer on growing and training them to
become efficient in livestock guarding. High prices for acquisition and maintenance of
specialized dogs are still high for local shepherds. However, through local breeding and
exchange (especially from the pairs donated in the framework of the project), the number
of such dogs in the area will raise and maybe acquisition price will decrease.
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4. Greece
4.1 Summary
This action aimed at promoting networking between livestock raisers in the project area in
order to better valorise and propagate a key preventive measure against bear damage
which is the Livestock Guarding Dogs. In order to achieve these two objectives the
project team in charge of this task collected the necessary data on presence of livestock
raisers willing to participate in the network and of the existence and availability of good
LGD’s through: in situ visits with interviews and data screening and compilation received
from competent authorities. The whole effort was additionally supported by the LGD’s
breeding
station
established
under
another
parallel
LIFE
project
(LIFE07NAT/GR/000291) in an adjacent area. The outcome of the efforts can be
summarized as follows: in total 176 livestock holdings were visited in 2009-10-11 and 12
and 559 LGD’s specimens were seen and inspected. Of these 14 livestock raisers owning
a total of seventy (70) good quality LGD’s were willing to participate in the network
forming the core part. During the first one and a half years of effective operation the
network achieved the exchange a total of thirty (30) LGD’s of which part came from the
established network in the project area, another part from an equivalent network
established in an adjacent area and another part from the LGD’s Breeding Station. The
continuation of the action after termination of the project will be mainly supported by the
LGD’s breeding station as well as by the partner NGO in charge of its implementation
during the project, acting as a mediator and advisor.

4.2 Introduction
Livestock Guarding Dogs (LGD’s) have been an indispensable working “tool” for
livestock raisers in Greece over time. More specifically the breed “Ellinikos Poimenikos”
(in Greek meaning “Hellenic Shepherd Dog”) was used since the ancient times for
livestock protection against large predators including bears, wolves and jackals.
This specific dog breed has developed in parallel with the extensive livestock raising
practice, shaping progressively dog specimens fairly strong capable of deterring large
predators, flexible enough to be able to follow the livestock flocks during their long
transhumance routes and physically resistant enough in order to be able to cope with the
constraints of the transhumance regime and relatively poor feeding.
Over the last decades, progressive abandonment of traditional livestock raising practices
(which include transhumance), combined to the problem of hybridization of LGD’s with
other unsuitable dog breeds as well as the lack of a breed standardization at an official and
national level, have brought this specific dog breed “ellinikos poimenikos” at the verge of
extinction.
Despite the aforementioned constraints affecting the LGD’s, these shepherd dogs remain
one of the most reliable preventive means (and measures) versus damage caused by large
carnivores.
Action C4 overall objective is the development of a networking tool through which
livestock raisers in the project area can access good quality livestock guarding dogs, and
which will provide them with technical support for the training, maintenance and use of
these animals. This action comprises two main steps:
- creation of a record with most of the good LGD’s owners (livestock raisers)
- put the most reliable and engaged owners into a functional network in order to ensure the
production and propagation of good quality LGD’s to other shepherds in need of good
working dogs.
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Further more this local network can be interconnected with the equivalent networks
created in adjacent areas (again under LIFE projects) and also with the LGD’s breeding
station (created under LIFE project LIFE07NAT/GR/000291) in order to make this action
and measure sustainable on a long term basis.
4.3 Project area
The study area is located in the prefecture of Trikala (map 1) and is attached to the core
part of the southern Pindos mountain range. It comprises the following three (pSCI/SPA)
Natura 2000 sites: “Aspropotamos” (GR1440001), “Kerketion Oros (Koziakas)”
(GR1440002), “Antichasia Ori – Meteora” (GR1440003).
Rugged terrain, deep valleys, high mountains, dense forests and rocky formations are
among the main characteristic features of the study area.
In lower altitude zones the study area is also characterized by a mosaic of habitat types
with high heterogeneity.Fir (Abies borissi Regis), beech (Fagus sp.) and oak (Quercus sp.)
forests are the main dominant vegetation types of the study area.
The project area and pSCI’s included importance for biodiversity is evidenced by the
presence of several fauna and flora species which are endemic or protected under
international conventions and Greek Legislation.
The project area includes one SPA (GR1440003) as well as two IBA’s (Important Bird
Areas) located in Kerketion (Koziakas) and Antixasia – Meteora respectively.
Over the total study area, 78% are forested areas, 16% subaLRine/aLRine meadows
(mainly grazing/pasture lands), and 6% agricultural lands (of small scale in a patchy
distribution). Mean altitude ranges from 450 m - 1835 m asl. (min 250m – max. 2204 m
asl). Average monthly temperatures range between -5° C min to 28° C maximum.
Average yearly precipitations reach ~ 800 mm.
The project area comprises four (4) municipalities (Trikala, Kalabaka, Pyli and
Farkadona) which encompass thirty (30) villages located within the three (3) Natura 2000
sites included in the project area. The minimum number of livestock holdings in the area
targeted by the project is two hundred and ten (210) (2010 official census data provided
by the municipality authorities). The minimum number is deduced from the fact that
several members of the same family of livestock raisers are registered separately on the
official lists but in reality most of them are under the same livestock holding. A map of
the geographical distribution and density of holdings is presented in the results (map 3).
The total surface of the project area is 1,500km2 (150,000ha) of which 17,098.6 ha are
covered by used grazing lands. Finally the project area is adjacent to other two areas were
parallel LIFE projects comprised the same networking action (map 2).
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Maps 1 & 2: Project area and adjacent areas with LIFE projects and LGD’s networking
actions.
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4.4 Methods
An attempt to schematize the main rationale of an LGD’s network was attempted
according to the following flow chart:

The methods developed for action C4 implementation encompassed the three following
phases:
a. a preparatory (screening) phase comprising an in situ data collection and the
creation of a relevant data base
b. an in situ crosscheck of network member candidates (livestock raisers, LGD’s
number and quality) for the creation of a core network
c. The operational phase of the network with LGD’s provision and exchange.
Phase (a):
Data collection and processing was based upon two different and complementary
protocols:
1. Field data collection was achieved through the dissemination of a standardized
questionnaire and direct interviews from shepherds and livestock raisers. Interview
sample selection was achieved with emphasis on the three pSCI’s included in the project
area. To develop the standardized semi-structured type questionnaire, and in order to
valorise already existing survey tools (i.e. questionnaires), from previous LIFE projects
the questionnaire was initially based on the questionnaire structure used in the frame of
the previous LIFE-COEX project. The part of the questionnaire addressing action C4
objectives focused on the use of preventive measures and notably of Livestock guarding
dogs. The questionnaire part that deals with use of preventive measures was composed by
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5 questions in the form of “multiple choice answers”. The number of questions was
deliberately chosen to be relatively limited in order to avoid the memory/subjectivity
effect and subsequent bias of the information collected from the interviewed person. The
main information topics that were approached through the questionnaire are the following:
• Type and size of livestock by livestock unit
• Intensity and distribution of damage caused by bears
• Type of preventive measures used by shepherds and livestock raisers. (i.e. livestock
guarding dogs).
• Efficiency of LGD’s and weak points in case of available data and information.
• Information on damage by other causes (i.e. wolves, stray dogs).
2. A second data compilation on the total number of livestock units in the project area, the
total number of livestock holdings and capital and the total surface of grazing lands was
achieved through data collected from the competent regional and/or municipal authorities
(veterinary services and municipalities). Livestock units density in the project area was
mapped using Kernel estimators and GIS in order to spatially visualize the likelihood of
bear damage on livestock and also of higher concentration of good quality LGD’s.
Phase (b):
In situ systematic visits of livestock raisers and livestock units were performed regularly
by the project person in charge, in order to :
- provide with more information on the objectives and purposes of a network
establishment and operation
- evaluate the LGD’s number, quality and performances. The evaluation criteria for
the LGD’s inspected took into account on one hand their morphological attributes
and characteristics (based on the prototype set by the Kennel Club O.F.E.P.
specialized in Hellenic LGD’s conservation and propagation) and on the other
hand their behavioral characteristics as well as their real guarding abilities,
according to their their owners (livestock raiser’s). Furthermore, during the
inspections and the in situ contacts with livestock raisers, information was
gathered regarding LGD’s veterinary status and care and on their feeding
conditions. Pictures were taken of the most representative specimens (see relevant
annex).
- evaluate the willingness and engagement level of the different livestock raisers
candidates to participate and become members of the core part of the network.
A relevant database was created.
Phase (c ):
It deals with the operational part of the network which comprises the provision and
exchange of LGD’s (adults/genitors or puppies) between either the members of the
network or livestock raisers outside of the network in adjacent areas were the same action
has been implemented under parallel LIFE projects in order to optimize the synergistic
effect of this action between the projects. A relevant record field in the aforementioned
data base was created.
The overall success of the above methods was considered satisfactory. Concerning phase
(a) probably a larger interview sample of livestock raisers might have yielded even more
preparatory information, but this lack was compensated under phase (b) with the regular
visits to an additional group of livestock raisers after a more thorough screening of the
data base collected under phase (a2). Although time and energy consuming in the
beginning, the regular in situ visits to network candidate livestock raisers had a multiplier
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effect as it created trustfulness bonds and yielded a growing and durable feedback from
the interested shepherds. Phase (c) also valorised the existence and operation of the
LGD’s breeding centre recently established under LIFE project LIFE07NAT/GR/000291.
The valorization of the breeding centre in the operation of the LGD’s owners network was
achieved in two ways: ether by provision to shepherds of the project area of adult
specimens as genitors or by provision of LGD’s puppies born by the permanent LGD
genitors kept at the breeding station.
4.5 Results
The distribution and density of livestock holdings in the project area was mapped
according to the method described further above and is presented in the following (map
3).
The livestock density visualization contributed in a better orientation of the field inventory
and field visits effort of the project staff to livestock owners. The LGD’s census effort was
higher in the sectors where higher density of livestock holdings was shown. Two were the
main reasons for this density oriented field survey:
a. the areas with higher concentrations of livestock holdings and thus of livestock capital
were considered to be susceptible of higher probabilities of bear damage.
b. the livestock holdings with higher probabilities of bear damage were considered to have
higher probabilities to host good quality and effective livestock guarding dogs.
From the map it can be noted that the higher densities of livestock holdings are
characterizing two (GR1440002 and GR 1440003) out of three Natura 2000 areas targeted
by the project. The circles on the map are designating the main focal points of the
livestock raisers and LGD’s owners network.
The absence of livestock holdings in the third Natura 2000 site (GR1440001) seen on the
map, is due to the fact that because of its high average altitude and rugged terrain this site
is mostly used in summer by transhumant livestock raisers, who during the period of the
survey had already returned to their winter headquarters at lower altitudes and the plain.
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Map 3: Density of livestock holdings in the project area
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The inventory of livestock raisers owners of LGD’s was performed during the three consecutive
years of project implementation: end 2009-beginning 2010, 2011 and 2012 as follows:
- in 2009-10 the inventory covered 39 livestock holdings
- in 2010-11 the inventory covered 35 livestock holdings
- in 2011-12 the inventory was intensified and covered 102 livestock holdings including also
livestock holdings where LGD’s exchange (networking operation) was performed.
The aforementioned yearly inventories are presented on maps (4, 5, and 6 respectively. The first
inventory was performed through direct interviews with questionnaire and investigated several
aspects dealing with the interactions of livestock and brown bear focusing mainly on the damage
problems and the preventive measures used by livestock raisers of which the LGD’s were part. The
second and third inventories (without questionnaire) focused more on the issues dealing with the
use of LGD’s as a priority preventive measure per se (quality, performance, efficiency etc..) and
also with livestock raisers networking perspectives and possibilities. More specifically the higher
numbers of visited shepherds and livestock raisers during the third inventory can be also explained
by the fact that it includes visits for LGD’s puppies provision or donation to other shepherds.
From the first survey (2009-10) we noted that the majority of livestock raisers vaccinate their
LGD’s only when they are puppies and even then they rarely complete the vaccination cycle
especially against rabies (only 15%). Adult dogs, are treated with anti parasite pills or
echinococcus. In general dogs are considered as “consumables” by their owners, and only the very
top quality specimens are more carefully attended.
Regarding puppies education and skills the two main methods used are :
- confinement of the puppies with young livestock
- learning skills from from the mother or other experienced adult dog from the flock.
Both methods are the least demanding for the livestock raisers involvement. Puppies and dogs
nutritional standards comprises dry dog food (of low cost and thus low nutritional quality), bread,
whereas a small number of livestock raisers uses left-overs, meat and milk.
From the 2011 survey, twenty one (21) of the livestock raisers inspected were owners of good
quality LGD’s totaling sixty one (61) specimens. The minimum number of LGD’s per flock was
one (1) and the maximum was six (6). On a scoring scale from 1 to 10 regarding the LGD’s
guarding behavior at the flock coupled to morphological characteristics after evaluation from the
project’s expert team gave the following outcome:
Score (7) -------------- 33.3% of the LGD’s specimens
Score (8) -------------- 27.7% of the LGD’s specimens
Score (9) -------------- 27.7% of the LGD’s specimens
Score (10) ------------- 11.1% of the LGD’s specimens
Of the twenty one (21) pre-selected livestock raisers in the project area with good quality shepherd
dogs 57% accepted to become part of the network. In their majority they were willing to or have
already provided the network with LGD’s puppies that were donated to other shepherds of the area
or adjacent areas (see relevant map 7).
From the 2012 survey, all one hundred and two (102) of the livestock raisers inspected were owners
of good quality LGD’s totaling four hundred ninety eight (498) specimens. The minimum number
of LGD’s per flock was one (1) and the maximum was ten (10). On a scoring scale from 1 to 10
regarding the LGD’s guarding behavior at the flock coupled to morphological characteristics after
evaluation from the project’s expert team gave the following outcome (see graph 1):
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Graph 1: LGD’s quality evaluation on a scoring scale from 1 to 10.
From the above chart it is interesting to note that circa 35% of the evaluated dogs were of high or
very high quality (scores 9, 10 and 10+). Hence an almost equal percentage was of average quality
(score 5) proving the necessity of global upgrading the LGD’s level of performances, a task in
which the network could contribute substantially. As for the willingness of livestock raisers to
become part of the LGD’s owners network the relevant indices are given in graph (2) herebelow.
Livestock raisers participation in the LGD's
owners Network (n=93)

14%

27%

core net
wider net
29%

potential
negative

30%

Graph 2: Livestock raiser’s participation in the LGD’s owners network.

As we may notice from the above graph (2) 14% (=14) of the interviewed livestock raisers (owning
a total of seventy (70) good quality LGD’s) are willing to be part of the core group of the network
whereas another 56% is willing to be part potentially or occasionally. We should also mention that
27% of the interviewed shepherds where negatively disposed to this perspective and this
attitude/tendency can be explained and related to several reasons such as: competition between
shepherds for good dogs, bad social relationships between some shepherds, skepticism/reticence
regarding the networking principle and idea, or because some livestock raisers are already part of a
much smaller shadow network established between trustful colleagues that they want to maintain,
etc…
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The positive element is that the majority of the thirteen livestock raisers willing to be part of the
initial network core group disposes of high quality LGD’s (scored from 8 to 10+).
Regarding the networking process in terms of LGD’s (genitors and puppies) exchange and
circulation: It is worth noting that this action has succeeded within 2012 in triggering this part of the
network operational aspect, giving already the following outcome:
- LGD’s given in Project area network from adjacent LGD’s network------13
- LGD’s given in project area from Breeding station (created under LIFE07NAT/GR/291)-
6
- LGD’s given from Project area to adjacent LGD’s network--- 11
(see relevant map 7).
I some cases of livestock raisers the number of dogs integrated in their flock was surprisingly high.
This number is often not proportional to the flock size and does not always guarantee a high
efficiency. The reasons of that over-numbered LGD’s is in one hand that not all dogs have the same
guarding qualities therefore their high number compensates the partial lack of efficiency. The other
reason is the dramatic loss of good quality LGD’s from poisoned baits. Therefore the more dogs per
flock the less probabilities to loose the good ones from this very seriously illegal and difficult tto
control practice which usually is the result of a non-ending competition between livestock raisers
and hunters.

Map 4. Inventory of livestock holdings in the project area for LGD’s networking
purposes (2009-10, 2010-11)
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Map 5. Inventory of livestock holdings in the project area for LGD’s networking purposes
(2009-10, 2010-11)

Map 6. Inventory of livestock holdings in the project area for LGD’s networking
purposes (2011-2012)
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Map 7. LGD’s networking process: exchange of LGD’s (puppies and genitors)
in the project area
An overall evaluation of the LGD’s survey under action C4, has shown that the quality of the dogs
inspected was satisfactory at a logical percentage that can hold the initial platform of the network
core group. It is worth mentioning that in most of the cases there was at least one or two dogs in the
flock that had already interacted with a bear or a wolf. These dogs are considered “good” dogs by
the shepherds. A major problem resides in the fact that a majority of livestock raisers are not able
(or can not afford enough time) to control breeding between their good quality dogs, this fact often
resulting in the loss of the good behavioral and morphological characteristics over the generations
of descendants. This lack of breeding control results also in the production of useless puppies,
which are either put to death or become stray dogs or survive in the margins of the flock causing
further cross-breeding problems. It is really very important to convince the livestock raisers to
maintain a small number of good quality dogs through a strict control of dog’s reproduction .
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4.6 Conclusions
The overall survey and action implementation leads to the following general conclusions:
- a core network group of thirteen (13) livestock raisers was identified as the basic core operational
part of the network with perspectives of extension. These network members are foreseen to
participate in the network either by disposing of good quality adult genitors (to other shepherds or
to the LGD’s Breeding Station) during the mating period or by providing puppies.
- a total of thirty one (31) LGD’s have been exchanged in 2011-12 during the first and effectively
operational part of the network.
- One of the main objectives of this initial network operation is to focus on the LGD’s quality and
not on the quantity produced which is a not easy task due to the scarcity of suitable genitors. In any
case they should control and avoid cross breeding with unsuitable dogs present in the flock or in
neighboring flocks.
- The veterinary care provided so far to the LGD’s is of very low level and should be imperatively
improved. The main problems here are the vaccines high cost in relation to the large number of
dogs in the flock. It is clear the unhealthy dogs are unable to guard a flock properly.
- puppies’ education should foresee to further involvement of the shepherd or livestock raiser in the
procedure and not rely only on the spontaneous teaching from elder dogs in the flock.
- although food quantity seems sufficient, the dogs’ nutrition quality should be also improved
(although it is not easy to feed sometimes 15-20 per flock). The cost of nutrition quality should be
adjusted (limited) to the number of efficient dogs desired.
Constraints during action implementation
During the efforts for network establishment and development several practical problems aroused
causing some delays in the fulfillment of this action. These problems could be identified as follows:
 The social relationships between some shepherds which in certain cases may become a
limiting factor (when negative or hostile). Shepherds refusing to dispose of their dogs as
genitors (breeders) or even deny to provide others with puppies.
 The above situation is coupled to a pre-existing “shadow” network which has been already
established between certain livestock raisers and which functions as a closed “group” or
“club” and which is based on long lasting and personal relations between shepherds. In this
“shadow” network the exchange of puppies or disposal of genitors at the mating period is a
common practice.
 Lack of trust (at least for the time being) on behalf of certain shepherds to the project team
when it comes to carry an adult genitor from one livestock raiser to another unknown
livestock raiser during the dogs’ mating period fpr breeding. Usually shepherds are not
willing to carry them themselves as they consider it time consuming.
 Several livestock raisers are conspicuous regarding their participation in the network as they
perceive it as a mandatory commitment which in case of failing to fulfil certain obligations
they will be sanctioned. The creation of trustfulness bonds between livestock raisers and the
project action team requires a certain time margin, regular contacts and practical proofs.
 It is frequent that livestock raisers with good quality LGD’s usually avoid to give puppies to
neighboring shepherds (with lower quality dogs), with the rationale that large carnivores
will attack the less well protected flock and avoid the flocks with good LGD’s, and thus
minimizing the probabilities of suffering damage. The livestock raisers with this mentality
are willing to give puppies only to shepherds based at a much farer distance and with whom
they maintain long standing friendly relationships.
 The network development and operation should be combined to the operation of the LGD’s
Breeding Station thus promoting networking between adjacent LGD’s owners networks and
maximizing synergistic effect between LIFE projects including similar actions.
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Taking into account all the above points, and given the operation of the LGD’s breeding station
(established under project LΙFE07NAT/GR/000291), “Callisto” could play a key role in the whole
networking issue as a mediator, taking and giving puppies or adult dogs without mentioning the
donator or the receiver, thus overcoming the constraint of adverse personal relationships between
certain livestock raisers. In this frame, one part of the work (according to the initial flowchart)
would be for “Callisto” team to take good quality LGD’s puppies from livestock raisers (members
of the core network) and give them to other livestock raisers in need of good dogs, and who in their
turn will provide in the future with good offspring LGD’s other shepherds or the breeding station.
Therefore this “turn-around/feedback” system of network will keep the network always active and
with possibilities of renewal in case some of the core members decide in the future for some reasons
to suspend their participation.
Finally the Breeding Station could also host for a certain period either:
- adult dogs from different shepherds of the network during the mating period in order for
them to mate with the genitors of the center and thus maintain the genetic variability of the
different lines
- either puppies in transition to other livestock raisers in need of good dogs.
Of course the livestock raisers of the core network will be free to give puppies to any other
livestock raisers in need, following advice on technical and veterinarian issues from Callisto.
Apart from keeping a certain protocol on correct feeding, veterinary care and education of their
dogs, the livestock raisers should also learn to implement selective mating only between the most
performant female dogs. This is the most difficult part among all related tasks, as very often
livestock raisers are either unable to practially isolate a good female LGD in estrus – especially if
they are in the grazing zone or do ot have the possibility (or willingness) to deprive the flock of a
good guarding dog even during the mating period as the risk of attacks and damage of an
unattended flock are high.
Therefore the main conclusive points regarding the above and also on how the action will be
implemented after the end of the project (at a practical level) are as follows:
 The LGD’s Breeding Station and Callisto will play a key role as a networking platform and
mediator (respectively) among the core part of the network and other livestock raisers by
overcoming eventual rivalities problems but also and most importantly by optimizing the
exchange and circulation of LGD’s puppies as well as the diverse breeding of adults as
genitors.
 Enforcement of the livestock raisers trust towards the networking concept and Callisto’s
implication, through regular personal visits to livestock raisers.
 Enforcement of the network in the project area through connection with equivalent networks
in adjacent areas established under parallel LIFE projects thus promoting synergistic effects.
 Systematic monitoring of the status of given and/or produced dogs with regular visits to
livestock raisers.
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4.8 Annex (1): Rules and Protocol for the integration of an LGD in a new owner’s flock.
Just before we integrate a livestock guarding dog (LGD) pup into a flock we sign an agreement with
the livestock raiser (LR). Previously of course, after the selection phase we have already explained
him
the
most
important
terms
of
this
agreement.
The main points of the agreement are:
The LR as to accept the pup that is given to him and not give it to others.
It has to follow the indications given by the technicians of the project regarding:
i) education: for example the dog should be kept at all times with the livestock it will protect when
its adult, that is inside the stable in direct contact with the animals, not chained, unless it is
recommended
by
the
technicians
of
the
project
ii) maintenance: the regularity, quantity and type of food are specified by the technicians of the
project.
In case the dog is not efficient (based on the facts reported by the LR but also on the evaluation
made by the technicians of the project) or dies (in this case the body of the dog must be presented
for a necropsy to be performed, unless it disappears, in which case a search is conducted by
technicians of the project together with the LR), and this is not directly attributed to the actions of
the LR, the dog is replaced. In the beginning it is also explained to the livestock producers that the
pups have a microchip (and how does this chip works) and that it would be easy to ascertain
property in case the dog is found after being lost (or stolen).
If the LR is not satisfied with the dog it must be present real facts that are also recognized by the
technicians of the project. If this is not the case and the LR still wants to substitute the dog then it
should be excluded from the project. Of course this situation should be avoided.
To avoid this special care should be taken in selecting the first LRs to participate in the project.
They should be interested and motivated in order not to give up as soon as the first problems arise.
Giving up dogs from the project is very bad publicity for the use of LGD and reduces the
confidence on the technicians of the project.
In case the LR is not following the rules indicated and clearly explained by the technicians of the
project, the dog should be taken and the LR excluded from the project. This of course is used as a
last resource (unless the situation is really serious, for example, if it risks the welfare of the dog),
and only after several attempts have been made to reason with the LR in order to change the
situation.

Nevertheless, we found also to be important to take the dogs and cancel the agreement with the LR
when it is not possible to change the situation. This has been important to set the example and
reward/incentive
the
LR
that
are
doing
things
correctly.
News travel very fast among LR and they are well informed about what is going on in what
concerns livestock production. I am sure you were also confronted with these social aspects during
your work with e-fences.
The dog that is taken from the flock can sometimes be integrated in another flock. Sometimes
changing the environment, by putting the dog in a place where the stimulus that elicited or
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promoted the inadequate behaviour are not present (namely LR, other persons or dogs), is sufficient
to stop those behaviours or improve the dog's performance. A dogs' behaviour can sometimes be
best suited to the work in specific situations and in this cases an effort should be made to match the
dog's behaviour to the characteristics of the farm, flock, LR experience and motivation, predation
incidents
and
level
of
protection
required.
If this is not possible, and the dog displays a high level of inadequate behaviours that are difficult to
change then it should be given away to be used as a guard dog. This has never happened in our
project and in the rare cases where we had to take dogs because they were considered not efficient
by the LR we have integrated them into other flocks and they improved their performance or
stopped the incorrect behaviours.
Sometimes the dog can be considered not very efficient by the technicians of the project, but the LR
be satisfied with it. Depending on the situations a second dog (of the opposite sex) can be integrated
to heLR increase the performance of the first dog (and consequently the protection of the flock).
When possible, in cases where LR were not capable of using LGD correctly another protection
method could be proposed that does not requires the type of capacity/effort/involvement by the LR
as
the
use
of
LGD
implies.
The LR has the LEGAL responsibility for the dog, since the dog is at HIS responsibility (he's the
only one that can control the dog and prevent the problems from happening since he is with the dog
everyday). Nevertheless, if a serious problem arises (the dog bites someone or kills livestock) it will
be easily connected with the project which results again in bad publicity.
So the insurance for the dog should be made whether by the LR or by the project. The criteria to
determine the person who pays for the insurance is up to you, but this situation should be clearly
determined in the beginning and written in the agreement.
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5. Dog Workshop in Grevena, Greece, 16&17 May 2012

During 16&17 May 2012, a Dog Workshop was organized in Grevena, Greece, on the sidelines of
the Final International Conference which was taking place in Grevena during the same period and
through the LIFE Pindos/Grevena project (LIFE07 NAT/GR/00291).
Workshop’s subject was: The development of a network of livestock guarding dog breeders and of
livestock breeders: Problems encountered and solutions proposed. Except of representatives of
LIFE EXTRA partners that were invited and participated at the workshop, other LGD experts also
transferred their experience from their institutions and countries. Silvia Ribeiro from Grupo Lobo,
Portugal and Yolanda Cortes from Spain have also contributed to the workshop with the experience
gained through the LIFE COEX project through which 225 livestock guarding dogs have been
donated to livestock raisers.
The first day of the workshop has been dedicated to presentations (see the programme), while in the
second day a discussion round has been made with all the attendants (16 participants-participation
list is attached).
Main issues that have been discussed regard the following:
1. According to the Portuguese experience, livestock raisers do not get any compensation for
damages caused by wildlife if they are not using preventive measures. The LGD donation
system is working in Portugal quite efficiently since now livestock raisers have understood
the benefits from using these working dogs. Silvia Ribeiro has stressed out that there is no
need for a special certification for these dogs. What is needed for these dogs is to have a
minimum of certain morphological characteristics. In order to evaluate their effectiveness,
an effectiveness measurement scale is useful.
2. Concerning the dogs inbreeding, which was an issue that has been widely discussed, there
were some different views. There was a long conversation concerning the race purity and its
importance. Sider Sedefchev from Bulgaria (Semperviva), argued for the race purity
believing that dog inbreeding could really help the race conservation of good LGD dogs. His
position was mainly based on the genetically originated characteristics of these dogs which
present a certain behavior as working dogs and which is mainly genetically determined. On
the contrary, Andrea Mazzatenta from Italy, raised the issue of the dangers that are hidden
behind the inbreeding (concerning mainly diseases, malformation etc). Andrea Mazzatenta
has argued that inbreeding can provoke race degeneration and that race purity does not
always signify good working dogs. Good working dogs should have some certain
morphological characteristics and a certain behavior which is not only genetically
originated.
3. Annette Mertens and Spyros Psaroudas pointed out that race purity issues are not really
important right now, since we are still looking for a way to convince livestock raisers to use
good LGDs and since we are trying to create a network for the use of these dogs in the long
term.
4. Yorgos Mertzanis pointed out that in Greece, the attempt for the creation of a network
between livestock raisers has been based on livestock raisers’ own network. Silvia Ribeiro
pointed out the need for kennel clubs to understand that these dogs are working dogs and
they should be used this way, otherwise they will lose this livestock guarding behaviour.
5. Andrea Mazzatenta proposed for all countries that work with LGDs to bring their experience
in order for a generalized standard protocol to be formed.
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6. General conclusions
6.1 General success
The action has had a very important demonstration effect. In the areas where it was carried out there
are now persons who are actively continuing to promote the use of livestock guarding dogs. Since
these are people who are working independently from the project and the local authorities (dog
breeders, passionates etc.), this is very likely to really have a follow-up after the project end.
Now there are persons and structures to whom the livestock raisers can refer if they want to acquire
a good quality dog. Also, these structures are able to offer also accompanying services such as
information about how to grow and breed the dogs, medical care etc.
Therefore this activities also play an important role for raising the awareness about the use of
guarding dogs for livestock protections and of other damage prevention tools.
Besides this a number of dogs have actually been distributed to livestock raisers as a result of the
networking activities. Therefore the action also has a direct benefit in terms of the reduction of
livestock numbers killed.
6.2 Socio-economic benefits for stakeholders
The demonstration of the use of electric fences and livestock guarding dogs is only one of several
components for an adequate integrated management of large carnivores, and one significant
accompanying tool is the stakeholder involvement. These two techniques are closely bonded and,
taken together, can lead to extremely positive results.
In the course of the project the use of damage prevention tools was often a central part of the
discussions with stakeholders and the implementation of further damage prevention activities was
decided during the meetings developed in the frame of the Human Dimensions activities (action
C2).
On the other hand, the support of the use of electric fences and livestock guarding dogs have had an
important role in improving the relationships of between the authorities and the local stakeholders.
This was the case because the increased use of damage prevention (actions C3 and C4) causes a
direct decrease of the number of domestic animals killed by wolves and bears and therefore the
direct economic burden for livestock raisers.
Besides this, the simple fact that the local authorities and Park Administrations showed an effort to
help livestock raisers find solutions to better protect their animals gave to the stakeholders the
impression of their problems taken into account and not being abandoned by the decision makers.
6.3 Benefits of the multi-partner approach
Also this action has drawn an important benefit from the international, multi-partner character of
the project.
The experience and communication between project partners has been important also from the
technical point of view since technical information and details about the use of livestock guarding
dogs were exchanged between participants of the LIFE COEX and EX-TRA Projects.
Regarding the use of livestock guarding dogs at the beginning of the project representatives of the
Romanian team have had the chance to travel to Portugal to visit the project partners involved in the
LIFE COEX Project. From these persons they have managed to gain important information about
the way to select dog pups, integrate them in the sheep flocks and on the management of these
animals. This has been crucial for the development of this action in Romania.
Several of the experience exchange trips made in the course of the project (action C1) have given to
the involved staff the possibility to observe from other areas how damage prevention tools are used
and therefore to gain precious information for the implementation of the activities in their countries.
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Also the workshop organized in the frame of action C4 in May 2012 in Grevena (Greece) has been
an important result of the multi-partner approach of the LIFE COEX and the LIFE EX-TRA
Projects. In fact, this meeting has brought together persons involved in both projects from 5
countries, therefore encouraging a very useful and broad exchange of information about the quality
and use of livestock guarding dogs. The workshop has also brought up very important new thoughts
regarding potential future international cooperation in the frame of the use of these dogs.
In general during the project persons dealing with livestock guarding dogs from countries covering
large parts of Southern Europe (Portugal, Spain, Italy, Romania, Bulgaria, Greece) have met each
others and started fruitful cooperation.
Also the connected information material about the use of livestock guarding dogs and electric
fences was produced starting from materials previously produced in the frame of the LIFE COEX
Project. This has helped on the one hand not to replicate the efforts for the production of the
materials and on the other hand to provide linear and not contradictory information.
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